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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE THIRD CIRCUIT
______________________________________
No. 15-1362
______________________________________
HAROLD HOFFMAN
v.
NORDIC NATURALS, INC.
______________________________________

Petition for Rehearing and Rehearing En Banc
Rehearing is warranted in this appeal because the panel decision skipped an
essential step when it bypassed subject-matter jurisdiction to dismiss on claimpreclusion grounds without addressing whether the jurisdictional issue was difficult
and the preclusion question was easier.
In Sinochem International Co. v. Malay International Shipping Corp., the
Supreme Court explained that, “If . . . a court can readily determine that it lacks
jurisdiction over the cause or the defendant, the proper course would be to dismiss
on that ground.” 549 U.S. 422, 436 (2007). “In the mine run of cases, jurisdiction
‘will involve no arduous inquiry’ and both judicial economy and the consideration
ordinarily accorded the plaintiff’s choice of forum ‘should impel the federal court
to dispose of those issues first.’” Id. (internal alterations omitted) (quoting Ruhrgas
AG v. Marathon Oil Co., 526 U.S. 574, 587–88 (1999)). Only when “subject-matter
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. . . jurisdiction is difficult to determine, and forum non conveniens considerations
weigh heavily in favor of dismissal, [does] the court properly take[] the less
burdensome course.” Id.
In this appeal, the Court relied on Sinochem to bypass a squarely presented
subject-matter-jurisdiction question, but it failed to heed Sinochem’s command that
jurisdictional bypass is permitted only when the jurisdictional ground cannot be
readily determined and the alternative ground is less burdensome. The panel
opinion did not address this essential point, and the error is outcomedeterminative. This is a mine-run case where subject-matter jurisdiction involved
no arduous inquiry: a routine amount-in-controversy finding. And the alternative
basis the opinion relied on was more burdensome, not less: numerous legal issues of
first impression. The Court invoked Sinochem jurisdictional bypass sua sponte,
without benefit of briefing by the parties or a district court opinion on the point;
much of its analysis of the alternative basis was sua sponte, too. The Court was
impelled to decide its subject-matter jurisdiction first, and this error warrants
rehearing.
In addition to this clear error, rehearing is warranted for a second reason.
The panel opinion — again, sua sponte and without discussion by the parties or the
court below — dramatically expands the availability of jurisdictional bypass,
2
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making it available any time the federal court finds any dismissal basis deemed nonmerits, no matter how clear it is that the federal court lacks the power to decide the
case, and no matter whether the dismissal ends the case. The question of how
broadly jurisdictional bypass applies is difficult and unsettled, and this
unprecedented holding would encourage improper removal by defendants and
upend the limits crafted by Congress on federal-court power to end suits filed in
state courts. Rehearing is warranted on this basis as well.
Procedural History
This appeal arises from a class-action consumer suit filed in New Jersey state
court. Harold Hoffman alleged that Nordic Naturals, Inc., violated state consumerprotection law by, among other things, deceptively marketing a fish-oil supplement
as “pharmaceutical grade.” Hoffman filed the suit pro se in state court, and he
framed his complaint to defeat federal jurisdiction based on 28 U.S.C.
§ 1332(d)(2),1 seeking to ensure that his case would be decided in the forum he
chose. Section 1332(d)(2) grants jurisdiction over certain class action suits with an

1

Section 1332(d) codifies the jurisdictional component of the Class Action
Fairness Act (CAFA).
3
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amount in controversy over $5 million, and Hoffman’s complaint alleged that the
amount in controversy was less than $5 million.2
Nordic removed the case to federal court, asserting jurisdiction under
§ 1332(d), A44, and alleging the amount in controversy was met, A47, 51–55, but
supporting that allegation only with a Nordic manager’s statement that did not
specify any relevant sales value, A59. Nordic then moved to dismiss, asserting that
Hoffman’s suit was barred by state claim-preclusion law because the same federal
court recently had dismissed on the merits a different consumer suit by Hoffman
against Nordic; that suit involved the same supplement but not the pharmaceuticalgrade-labelling allegation.3 A64. Believing the amount in controversy was below the
$5 million jurisdictional threshold, Hoffman sought limited discovery. A74.

2

The opening paragraph of the panel opinion described Hoffman as a “serial
pro se class action litigant . . . . ‘an attorney who has made a habit of filing class
actions in which he serves as both the sole class representative and sole class
counsel.’” Op. 2–3 (quoting Hoffman v. Nutraceutical Corp., 563 F. App’x 183, 184
(3d Cir. 2014)). While the Court may view pro se class suits with disfavor, New
Jersey law does not prohibit them. See, e.g., In re: Cadillac V8-6-4 Class Action, 93
N.J. 412, 439–40 (1983) (declining to adopt Third Circuit’s per se rule against dual
roles, and noting “an attorney might serve as both the counsel and class
representative” when “a worthwhile suit might never be brought unless the class
representative could also serve as counsel”).
In his over 38 years of practice, Hoffman has never been subject to
professional discipline. Prior to this appeal, Hoffman has never been sanctioned by
any court, for frivolous litigation or any other reason.
3
The pharmaceutical-grade allegations comprised the first four pages of
allegations in the complaint at issue here, and no pharmaceutical-grade allegations
4
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The district court granted Nordic’s motion to dismiss with prejudice, over
six months after it was filed. A1. It stated that it had jurisdiction pursuant to
§ 1332(d)(2), that Hoffman’s suit was barred by state claim-preclusion law, and,
alternatively, that Hoffman’s claims lacked merit. The dismissal order noted
Hoffman’s request for discovery, described Hoffman’s complaint as a “poorly
disguised attempt” to ensure that the amount in controversy was below the
jurisdictional limit, and denied the discovery motion. A13. Nordic moved for
sanctions under Fed. R. Civ. P. 11, which the district court denied but stated that
Hoffman “is playing a thinly veiled game of forum shopping” that “reek[s] of
gamesmanship and may warrant sanctions in the future.” SA 108–09.4
Hoffman appealed, arguing primarily that the district court had lacked
subject-matter jurisdiction. In the precedential opinion now at issue, this Court

were in the prior suit. While the second suit also re-alleged that the supplement
contained an undisclosed dangerous level of a particular ingredient, the panel
opinion was incorrect that the two suits involved “virtually identical claims,” op. 3.
4
Although the panel opinion quoted this criticism, op. 6–7, it was unfounded.
Plaintiffs are entitled to choose their forums and craft their complaints to protect
those choices. See Sinochem, 549 U.S. at 436 (noting “the consideration ordinarily
accorded the plaintiff’s choice of forum”); Morgan v. Gay, 471 F.3d 469, 474 (3d
Cir. 2006) (“CAFA does not change the proposition that the plaintiff is the master
of her own claim. . . . [T]he plaintiff may limit his claims (either substantive or
financial) to keep the amount in controversy below the threshold.” (Internal
quotation marks omitted)). The panel opinion described Hoffman’s narrowed class
definition as “artificial,” op. 6, but Hoffman did not act improperly when he
framed his allegations to ensure they were adjudicated in the forum he chose.
5
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affirmed, bypassing the jurisdictional issue and holding that dismissal was proper
under federal or state claim-preclusion law. (Attachment). In a separate order
entered the same day, the Court granted Nordic’s motion under Fed. R. App. P. 38
for costs and sanctions for filing a frivolous appeal.5
After the panel issued its ruling, Hoffman retained undersigned counsel and
the Court granted, over Nordic’s opposition, a 30-day extension of time through
October 28, 2016, to file for rehearing.
Grounds for Rehearing
I. Rehearing is warranted to correct the panel opinion’s error in failing to
address whether the jurisdictional question was readily determinable.
“‘On every writ of error or appeal, the first and fundamental question is that
of jurisdiction, first, of this court, and then of the court from which the record
comes.’” Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Env’t, 523 U.S. 83, 94 (1998) (quoting
Great Southern Fire Proof Hotel Co. v. Jones, 177 U.S. 449, 453 (1900)). Under
limited circumstances, a federal court may bypass subject-matter jurisdiction to
dismiss on an alternative threshold ground, but only if the court cannot readily
decide the subject-matter-jurisdiction question and the alternative ground is less
burdensome. Sinochem Int’l Co. v. Malay Int’l Shipping Corp., 549 U.S. 422, 436

5

Hoffman has filed a motion to reconsider the Rule 38 sanctions order for
substantially the same reasons he seeks rehearing.
6
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(2007). This limit promotes basic judicial economy, but in removal cases it reflects
two other potent values: “sensitivity to state courts’ coequal nature” and “the
consideration ordinarily accorded the plaintiff’s choice of forum.” Id. at 436;
Ruhrgas AG v. Marathon Oil Co., 526 U.S. 574, 587 (1999).
Here, the panel opinion overlooked this required step. If the Court had
addressed ready determinability, it would have recognized that bypassing
jurisdiction was not the proper course because the subject-matter jurisdiction
question was neither arduous nor more difficult than the claim-preclusion question.
The “proper course” — the course the Court was “impel[led]” to take —
was to decide subject-matter jurisdiction first unless it found the jurisdictional issue
was arduous and could not be readily determined and the alternative threshold
issue was less burdensome and weighed heavily in favor of dismissal. Sinochem, 549
U.S. at 436 (quoting Ruhrgas, 626 at 588). Court after court has refused to bypass
jurisdiction without such a showing,6 or has agreed to bypass only with it.7

6

E.g., Abrahamsen v. Conocophillips Co., 503 F. App’x 157, 159 (3d Cir. 2010);
Envtl. Conservation Org. v. City of Dallas, 529 F.3d 519, 252 (5th Cir. 2008);
Mothershed v. Justices of Supreme Court, 410 F.3d 602, 607 n.4 (9th Cir. 2005);
Gadlin v. Sybron Int’l Corp., 222 F.3d 797, 799 (10th Cir. 2000).
7
E.g., Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr. v. FAA, 821 F.3d 39, 41 n. 2 (D.C. Cir. 2016);
Niemi v. Lasshofer, 728 F.3d 1252, 1260 (10th Cir. 2013); Wolstenholme v. Bartels,
511 F. App’x 215, 217 (3d Cir. 2013).
7
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Subject-matter jurisdiction was readily determinable. The case presented
“no complex question of state law,” Ruhrgas, 526 U.S. at 588, and no issue of
circuit first impression, Sinochem, 549 U.S. at 435. No fact-finding was even
required, because Nordic had the burden of alleging plausibly that it met the
§ 1332(d) amount-in-controversy threshold, Morgan v. Gay, 471 F.3d 469, 473–76
(3d Cir. 2006), and it failed to do so. The only facts Nordic alleged were the gross
sales to distributors (which it did not show was the correct measure of damages8)
for three products including the one product named in the complaint (without
showing that state law prevented Hoffman from limiting his claim to the one
product). A53, 59. Even if Nordic’s allegations sufficed to create an issue, all the
district court had to do was make a garden-variety amount-in-controversy finding
applying settled law. See Heather Elliott, The Jurisprudence of Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg: Jurisdictional Resequencing and Restraint, 43 New Eng. L. Rev. 725, 745
n.125 (2009) (“[S]ome subject-matter-jurisdiction questions turn on banal factual
inquiries that have almost no effect beyond the case at bar. For example, an
amount-in-controversy question . . . . It seems unlikely, however, that a court

8

See Zeliff v. Sabatino, 15 N.J. 70, 74 (1954) (stating that in cases involving
seller’s misrepresentation, measure of harm is the difference between the price
paid and either the actual value or the value represented by the seller).
8
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would find this kind of subject-matter jurisdiction question the kind that justifies
resequencing.”). Determining the amount in controversy here was not arduous.
The claim-preclusion issue, meanwhile, was devilishly hard. Dismissing on
that basis forced the Court to brave a minefield of novel legal questions:
• whether to apply federal or state claim-preclusion law. Op. 9–11. This open
question was not addressed by the district court and not briefed by the
parties. The opinion described this as “an interesting doctrinal question”
and a “conflict” which it left unresolved by concluding that the result was
the same under either body of law. Op. 11. The opinion reduced its doubleanalysis burden by stating that the federal and state preclusion standards
were the same, op. 12, but it never addressed whether New Jersey’s
interpretation of those broad standards was the same, too.
• whether it was appropriate to uphold dismissal on federal claim-preclusion
grounds even though Nordic did not raise that affirmative defense in its
motion to dismiss. Op. 12 n. 46. The opinion acknowledged in a footnote that
Nordic “technically raised a[ state-law] defense in its motion to dismiss,”
but it “construe[d] Nordic’s motion as raising a [federal] res judicata
defense.” Id. The Court had no briefing on whether a federal court can
reconstrue a state-law defense as a federal-law affirmative defense and then
9
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dismiss on the latter basis, and it cited no authority supporting the move.
The opinion justified construing Nordic’s motion as having raised the
federal defense “because the substantive analysis for purposes of this case is
functionally the same.” Id. Again the Court had no briefing on whether the
two defenses in fact applied the same here, and of course no precedent
answered that. In fact, the opinion did not separately analyze state law itself,
instead just citing prior cases that described the federal and state doctrines as
relatives. Id.
• whether, under both federal and state claim-preclusion law, a federal
dismissal without prejudice converts into a final order, automatically without
a motion or order, if the plaintiff is given an opportunity to amend and
instead files a new complaint in state court. Op. 13–14. This was another
issue of first impression. The federal authority the opinion cited addressed
finality only in the context of appealability under 28 U.S.C. § 1291, not
federal claim preclusion, and the opinion cited no authority that finalenough-to-appeal is the same as final-enough-to-preclude. Op. 13 n.49. The
opinion cited only these federal-law authorities even though Hoffman argued
that state law requires an affirmative step to convert a dismissal without
prejudice into one with prejudice, Aplt. Br. 22–23.
10
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• whether it was permissible to dismiss the complaint on res judicata grounds
under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6), even though the basis of the defense did not
appear on the face of the complaint. Op. 14–15. The opinion acknowledged
the “ordinary requirement” that a court must convert the motion to one for
summary judgment and give the parties a chance to present evidence, id.
(citing Rycoline Prods., Inc. v. C & W Unlimited, 109 F.3d 883, 886 (3d Cir.
1997)), but it deemed the rule inapplicable because it was “unnecessary”
here. Id. The reason it was unnecessary to give Hoffman an opportunity to
present facts that would establish a factual dispute, the opinion stated, was
because “there were no factual disputes.” Op. 14. It cited no authority
supporting an “unnecessary” exception to Rycoline Products, let alone that
the absence of a factual dispute justified the denial of a chance to establish
one. It did not discuss the parties’ dispute of fact over whether the two
complaints were duplicative. Compare Aple. Br. 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16,
with Reply Br. 6–7. And the opinion decided this novel question too sua
sponte without a decision below or briefing by the parties.
In the end, the question is not whether the Court’s resolution of any of these
thorny questions was right or wrong. It is enough that the need to answer them, sua
sponte, made deciding the claim-preclusion issue anything but “less burdensome.”
11
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Sinochem, 549 U.S. at 436. This case stood Ruhrgas on its head: it was the
alternative ground that “raise[d] difficult and novel question[]s,” while the
subject-matter jurisdiction ground was “a straightforward . . . issue presenting no
complex question of state law.” 526 U.S. at 588. Deciding subject-matter
jurisdiction first was the only proper course.
Instead of bypassing subject-matter jurisdiction and dismissing on claimpreclusion grounds, the Court should have remanded to the district court for a
ruling on jurisdiction or ordered supplemental briefing on jurisdiction. Rehearing is
necessary to correct the error.
II. Rehearing is warranted to decide whether federal courts may bypass
substantial challenges to federal subject-matter jurisdiction to dismiss
cases on any threshold ground, even one that terminates the case.
In Ruhrgas AG v. Marathon Oil Co., 526 U.S. 574 (1999), and Sinochem
International Co. v. Malay International Shipping Corp., 549 U.S. 422 (2007), the
Supreme Court recognized two threshold grounds upon which courts can dismiss a
suit without deciding their subject-matter jurisdiction: personal jurisdiction and
forum non conveniens. Acting sua sponte on appeal in a case where subject-matter
jurisdiction was affirmatively disputed, the panel opinion held that jurisdictional
bypass is also available to dismiss on claim-preclusion grounds because
jurisdictional bypass is available to dismiss on any non-merits ground. Op. 8–9.
12
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This holding goes well beyond Ruhrgas and Sinochem, and it would encourage abuse
of removal by class-action defendants and short-circuit the limits on class removal
crafted by Congress. The scope of jurisdictional bypass is a difficult and unsettled
question, and the Court should grant rehearing en banc to review it.
Neither Ruhrgas nor Sinochem requires the panel opinion’s broad reading.
Ruhrgas spoke narrowly, holding only that there is no unyielding jurisdictional
hierarchy and that a court does not abuse its discretion when it bypasses a difficult
subject-matter-jurisdiction issue to dismiss on an easy personal-jurisdiction ground.
526 U.S. at 578, 588. Sinochem was narrower still, limiting its holding to forum non
conveniens, 549 at 425, 428–29, 436, and noting that dismissal still allowed the case
to “be adjudicated elsewhere,” with “no genuine risk that the more convenient
forum will not take up the case,” id. at 432, 435. Neither decision ended the case.
Courts have struggled to decide what other threshold grounds, besides the
two found in Ruhrgas and Sinochem, are available for bypass. See, e.g., Kevin M.
Clermont, Sequencing the Issues for Judicial Decisionmaking: Limitations from
Jurisdictional Primacy and Intrasuit Preclusion, 63 Fla. L. Rev. 301, 307, 326 (2011).
Contrary to the panel opinion, other authorities reject claim preclusion as a ground
available for jurisdictional bypass. See, e.g., id. at 330; Yokeno v. Sekiguchi, 754 F.3d
649, 651 n.2 (9th Cir. 2014) (“Neither the Supreme Court nor we have previously
13
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identified res judicata as [a basis for jurisdictional bypass] and we decline to do so in
this case.”).
The panel opinion embraced a maximalist view of jurisdictional bypass with
only formalistic analysis, without addressing the sweeping negative consequences
likely to result from its ruling. First, it “effectively terminated the plaintiff[’]s[]
case[].”Chavez v. Dole Food Co., No. 13-4144, slip op. at 8 (3d Cir. Sept. 2, 2016)
(en banc). “[T]hat outcome is untenable . . . as a matter of basic fairness . . . .” Id.
at 10.
Second, it would lead to broad abuse of removal. Under the panel opinion’s
reasoning, a defendant could win dismissal with prejudice in federal court of any
suit, no matter how clear the absence of federal jurisdiction, so long as the court is
persuaded that dismissal is supported by a non-merits ground. When “the case was
improperly removed . . . it would be unfair for [the defendant] to benefit from the
wrongful removal by having its motion to dismiss decided in a federal forum.”
Consol Energy, Inc., v. Berkshire Hathaway, 252 F. App’x 481, 483 (3d Cir. 2007)
(non-precedential). And the menu of threshold grounds arguably available to
defendants is extensive: statute of limitations, political question doctrine, RookerFeldman, Younger abstention, state and federal sovereign immunity, venue,
standing, ripeness, mootness, waiver and forfeiture, exhaustion, and class14
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certification standards. The panel opinion opens the door for defendants to misuse
removal to kill off large numbers of suits, no matter how clear it is that federal
courts lack the power to adjudicate them.
Finally, it would undermine the class-action jurisdictional framework
established by Congress. Section 1332(d) sets precise limits on federal power to
hear class suits filed in state courts, and those limits would lose much of their force
if federal courts could ignore subject-matter jurisdiction to end any suit on any
ground deemed to be non-merits.
Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant rehearing and withdraw its
opinion; it should order supplemental briefing or, alternatively, remand to the
district court to address subject-matter jurisdiction.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Matthew Stiegler
Matthew Stiegler
P.O. Box 18861
Philadelphia, PA 19119
(267) 297-7117
Matthew@StieglerLaw.com
Counsel for Harold Hoffman
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Certification of Counsel
I express a belief, based on a reasoned and studied professional judgment,
that the panel decision is contrary to decisions of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit or the Supreme Court of the United States, and that
consideration by the full court is necessary to secure and maintain uniformity of
decisions in this court, i.e., the panel’s decision is contrary to the decision of the
Supreme Court in Sinochem Int’l Co. v. Malay Int’l Shipping Corp., 549 U.S. 422,
436 (2007), and that this appeal involves a question of exceptional importance, i.e.,
whether federal courts may bypass substantial challenges to federal subject-matter
jurisdiction to terminate cases by dismissing them on any threshold ground.

/s/ Matthew Stiegler
Matthew Stiegler
P.O. Box 18861
Philadelphia, PA 19119
(267) 297-7117
Counsel for Appellant

October 28, 2016
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Certificate of Service
I served Appellant’s petition for rehearing on opposing counsel, Michael R.
McDonald, today, October 28, 2016, through this Court’s electronic docketing
system.

/s/ Matthew Stiegler
Matthew Stiegler
P.O. Box 18861
Philadelphia, PA 19119
(267) 297-7117
Counsel for Appellant

October 28, 2016
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE THIRD CIRCUIT
No. 15-1362
Harold M. Hoffman,
individually and on behalf of those similarly situated,
Appellant
v.
Nordic Naturals, Inc.
(D.N.J. No. 2-14-cv-03291)

ORDER AMENDING OPINION
At the direction of the Court, the opinion filed on September 14, 2016, is amended to
correct footnote 41. The footnote should read:
We recently discussed this issue in Chavez v. Dole Food Co., Inc., --- F.3d ---,
2016 WL 4578641, at *18 n.130 (3d Cir. Sept. 2, 2016) (en banc).

For the Court,
s/ Marcia M. Waldron
Clerk
Dated: September 15, 2016
CLW/cc: Harold M. Hoffman, Esq.
Michael R. McDonald, Esq.
Jennifer M. Thibodaux, Esq.

